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Decision No. SC33Z 
BEFORE THE PUBLIC UTII..ITIES COMMISSION OF THE STATE' OF ,CALIFORNIA. 

MOBILE U.H.F., INC., a 
Califo:rnia corporation, 

) 

~ 
Complainant, ) 

v. ~ 
THE PACIFIC TELEPHONE A}."D. !ELEGRAPH~ 
COMl?~'r'I[, a corporation,. ) 

) 
) Defendant. 

----------------------------), 

Case No. 8798 

}:. A. Hoffman, for ~iObile t! .H.F.) Inc.) cottplainant. 
Richard Siegfried and 'Rocc-:t: I·a,ch~l~ki, At:orneys, 

at-~w) And J. E. Bailey, for The Pacific Telephone 
and 'Iclegrson Company, defendant. " 

J~r.1ce E. Ke~: ~ttorney at Law, for the Commission 
staff. 

OPINION ON REHEARING 
Background 

Complainant in this proceeding is a California corporation 
engaged in the business of o~1ng priVate mobile communications 
systems, maintaining and leasing them to various indivicuals, p&r
ticulerly ~egulated trucking compa~ies. 

As part of the package which complainant merchandises, 
it acquires telephone services from defendant which are used to 
provide land-line links between the eustomerts offices and the 
remote transmitter locations;) both for the tran~ssion of two-way 
VOice, and for transmitter control. Com?lainant makesth~'arrang:a

ments to procure the telephone service) ,but use and operation of 
the telephone service are lef~ to its clients. 
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The issues or1gi1U!11y framed by the pleadings included 
claims by Mobile U.H.F •• Inc. (Mobile or complainant) that defendant 
was interfering with its business in various 'Ways, including 
threatening to discontinue service, on the theory that Mobile 
'Was not entitled under defendant's tariffs to be a utility customer 
and that service should be rende~ed directly by defendant· to 
complainant's customers. Defende.nt's respo'C.sive pleadings claimed 
various tariff v~olations by complainant including making direct . 
electrical connections of its equipment.to defendant's system. 
transmitting. voice on signal channels, and pe:rm1tting and encouraging. 
customers to make all day or all ~eek d.ial-ups; the latter conduct 
was assertedly in violetion of the abuse of service prOvisions. of 
defendantTs tariff. 

In Decision No. 74088:, herein, The Pacific Telephone and: 
'telegraph Company (Pacific or defendant) w:!~ orec:r~d ::$ an interim 
~easure to restore any service to Mobile 'Which md.ght have be~n 
disconnectee .3.nd to ms.in':.ain such services. 

Ext~nsive hearings were held before E~ner Cillanders. 
The ens\!ing Decision No. 78130, issued on December 22, 1970, deter
mined that eefendant had not discrimiDated against or harassed·· 
complainant, but that the incidents described' were dee to- defendant's. 
attempts to compel Mobile (and its competitors) to ccr~orm to 
defen~t~s concepts of how c~mplainant's system should be operated. 
The decision determined that l?acif!c'f :; t:!riffs did' not inhibit !t 
froin selling ~o c:omplail".an.t for resale to it!: customers as authorized 
\!sers. 

It further found that defendant's insistence on selling 
only R'!'OC se'!"V'1ce to Mobile and others silnilerly situstcd was 
unjust, unreasonable and improper. Defendant was directed to offer 
t-wo-'td.re (D.C. continuous) circuits (on e. less than full-time' basis), 

and it was decided that the rates should be based on cost. It was 
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further fo~d that defendant's tariffs insofar as they prohibited 
cross connection of private line channels, except at the transmitt,er 
location, were unjust, unreasonable and improper as applied to' private 
radio systems and directed the filing of a tariff schedule authorizi~ 
cross connection at "the mo~t convenient pointtt

• 

The decision also declared defendant's tarif~ insofar as 
it dealt with the attachment of nonharmful customer-owned equipment, 
l.:nreasonable. The abuse of service provision' wa.c. found to~ vag"llc 
to be enforced, tmpliedly authorizing the continuation of complain
antTs clients' practiees of using. exchange lines on a semi-pennanent 
dinl-up basis> to provide control and voice transmission between base 
nnd remote trans~tter. 

Pacific's petition for rehearing waS filed on January 6, 
1971 .. , Mobile r s pleading in opposition to Pacific ~ s petition was 
entered on February 3,. 1971; that pleading also :::cught ·mod!f1cat1on 
of the decision. 

Decision No. 78718 ordered rehearing limited to oral argu
ment and den!~d the complainant's petition for modification. 

Oral argument was held before Exam!~er Gilman in Los 
.A,ngeles on Ja.:luary 11, 1972, and the matter was resubmitted 30 days 
thereafter. 
~~el~ 

Decision No. 78130 determined that Mobile could be a 
"c~stome:rTt under 'Pacific's ta.riff (C&l. P.U.C. 44-T, 5th RcV'. Page 22) 
even though toe .lctual 1.!Sers of the telephone- service would be . 
complainantTs customers. 

On rehearing, Pacific claimed that maiutain!ng .this inter
pretation ~uld raise the Ttspect=e of resale rT • Pacific contends that 
allowing a retailer who TtpackaeesTt telephone service with other 
nonregulated communications services to intervene betweenPac!f1c 
~nd the ult~te consumers would threaten its ability to collect 
revenues and enforce its rules. 
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One of the necessary corollaries of the RichfieldY 
dedication rule is that regulated utilities may sometimes find 
themselves faced with unregulated competitors who provi:de,the 
same or similar se4~ces to selected' private individuals. Neither 
this Commission nor a regulated utility have any direct statutory 
mandate to inhibit the growth of or artificially affect the market 
structure for such related businesses, (except in the fiel.d of trans
portation, cf. §3501-SS11 Public Uci11t1es Code). 

The Commission has in the past undertaken to affect the 
ma~ket structure for some related utility business to the extent of 
conditioning or prohibiting. their freedom to purchase utility 
service for resale (cf. ~,. Decision No. 63-562, Application No,. 
42434" 59 Cal. P .. U.C. 547). Nevertheless, competition in markets 
which the l~gislature has not expressly placed under our super
vision,. must be presumed to be in the public interest; any Commis
sion action which indirectly inhibits competition in such afield< 
must be accompanied by a finding of an "overriding consideration'" 
(Northern Californi=, Power Association v. ?U.C." 5 Cal. 3d',. 370). 

Pacific asserts that its tariffs authorize an embargo 
preventing Mobile from purchasing telephone service from defendant 
for resale to complainantTs customers as part of a package of 
communications services. Absent pleading and· proof to, the contrary> 
~ must presume that complainant's sales of telephone; service 
are not to the public and thae, consequently> complainant 1$ not a 
public utility telephone corporation regardless of whether his 

operations would otherwise come within the def:tnition stated, in 

Seecion 234~ Public Utilities Code. 
Pacific's position if adopted would be anticompetit1ve 

in two respects. 

V ~ehfield OJ.l Corp. v. p.u,e.> 54 Cal .. 2d,. 419'> cert. den. 
S Led. 2d 193-.. 
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First. it would be practically impossible for complainant 
to construct and own his own telephone lines. Pacific, within its 
own territol:y, is thus the only potential source of telephone lines. 
A decision to embargo sales fo:, resale would force complainant t s 
potential customers to deal with Pacific directly rather than ~th 
related nondedicated businesses. Adopting Pacific's interpretation 
of its tariff would. in effect, be a decision that there should be 
no related businesses in this one market. 

Secondly~. complainant's decision to ma~ket a complete 
package gives it a competitive advantage over other purveyors of 
priva.te radio systems, who provide only part of the package. 
Pacific seeks to remove one of the competitive distinctions affecting 
that 'tOarket. 

Thus, i£ we were to interpret and enforce PacificTs tariffs 
as it seek..t;, -we would be. first) destroying legitimate competition 
between a public and a presumptively private purveyor of telephone 
service. Secondly, we would be restricting the area of potential 
competition between purveyors of radio systems, none of whom are 
regolatcxl. 

The Public Utilities Code deals generally with competition 
beeween public utilitie~. When an exercise of o~r jurisdiction 1$ 
sought TNhich would affect other types. of competitive· relationshi?s, 
the Opinion in Northern California Power Association (supra) 
aescribes the fincings and corielusions necessary to support such 
action. The record herein provides no such support. 
Voice on Signal Grade Service - New Service 

The decision under review noted that complainant had 
o::'dered signal gx'Et.de private lines for his customers to be used in 
the transmission of voice and transmitter control information between 
base and transmitter. The decision dete=m1ned that such use was 
prohibited by Pac1fic t s tariffs. 
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Since the only other private line service offered for such 
use was an Rl'OC, which was found 1nadequate, defendant ~s ordered 
to offer a new service wh1ch ~u1d all~~ voice transmission on a 

circuit llaving the other operational advantages of the signal 
grade cireu1t. 

Pacific contends that the need' for a new service was not . 
properly in issue herein, and that the evidecce did not support a 
public' offering of a new service, which is allegedly technically 
and economically unfeasible. The finding of publ:tc need' and 
necessity included a finding that complainantTs individual needs 
for servi.ce were not satisfied by an RTOC. There was a further 
finding (No.6) that defendant~s tar:tffs prohib:tted use of signal 
grade circuits for the transmission of voice. 

As ~ll be seen, these questions are int~rrelllted. 
If there is no public need and thus no, basis for a new service,.. 
~ must then determine '{,Jhether and in ~'hat manner Mobile 15 needs 
for private service can be met. Two provisions of PacificTs 
tariff scbedule l04-l' are material. 

104-1' Original Sheet 4, paragraph B!, indicates that: 
the cM.nne1s incluGing the 30-baud channel hCt'eiu involved, 

... .. ~,. 

are not "suitable" for voice transmission. The other provision is 
to be found in l04-T,. 2nd Revised Sheet 17. Special Condition 1, 

which provides "Channels furnished under this schedule ••• may not be 
used for any purpose for which services or cJ:-.annels ere offered ••• rr 
in other p=ivate line schedules. This is the only language in 
l04-T directly prohibiting any form of use. 

We think that the existence of two poten::Lal customers 
and the dissatisf~ct10n with p=esent $e~ce offerings are not in 
itself sufficient to justify a requirement that defendant dedicate 
itself against its will to a new service (cf. §762 Pub. Util. 
Code, Greyhound Lines v. P.U.C.~ 68 Cal. 2d 40&). The staff in 
its discretion chose not to assist the Commiss.ion in detcr:n1n.ing 
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whether or not the needs of two customers Who~est1f1ed were 
typical of a wider group; and, consequently, on this record we 

cannot find our previous order concerning new service was supported 
in the record. 

While there is ins~ficient basis to find' a general 
public need for service other than an RIOC, the4e is more ~han 
sufficient baSis to find that an RTOC does not satisfy complainant's 
individual purpose. 

A finding of private convenience nnd necessity, while 
~terial under Section 762, is material under Pacific's tariffs~ 

Ye conclude that Special Condition 1 of Schedule 104-: 
bars transmission of voice on signal grade circuits only When 
alternative form~ of private line offering suit a custOmer's purpose. 

The decision under revlew relied on l04-T, Origir.al Sheet 
4, paragrapn B, as supporting an unconditional prohibition against: 
voice ~ran~ssion. However, that paragraph merely i~d!cates the 
service is not "$uitable~ for voice ~ransm£ssion- This i$ the 
language of warranty, not of prohibition. We interpret this to 
mean that defendant does not guarantee sO\l...."d quality, but it Goes not, 
?er se, prohibit any form of use. 

Decision No. 78130 indicated several areas in which the 
RTOC was unsuitable for at least complainant's purpose. F1r~t, was the 
c1rcuitry~ s poor r~liability. Hopefully, the service is by now 
tmproved to the point where neither complainant nor any other 
operator in the futu:.:'e will be able to demand signal circuits for 
voice transmissioa. on this ground alone. On this record, all we 
say is that if any future attempt to deny compla1nantor any other 
operstor the use of signal circuits for the purposes indicated" it 
"Will again raise the issue of service reliability on R'IOC's. 

Secondly, the RTOC does carry a warranty of voice 
quality which complainant neither needs nor is willing to·· pay fo':'. 
It is alleged that the devices which defendant employs to improve 
sound quality are part of the reason for the unreliability. 
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Pacific argues~ however~ that complainant is notreatly satisfied 
~~h the quality of service on signal circuits and must add his own 
amp11fie-rs to the circuit to 'D:.8.ke them se'rV1ceable. It :6Jrther 
cla1ms tba.t such anplification degrades seX'Vice both to'Mobile~s 
customers and to other pat-rons of the system. Insofar as other 
pat-rons are concerned, Schedule 13S-T and couplers, whereobjeet-
1\¥ely necesse.ry,. should provide all the protection needed against 
injurious amplification. Prohibiting all voice transmission on a 
ci't'eul.t simp~y bece\.\Se a voice user might be tempted' to· amplify 
a~ because of the mere possibility of side effects, is too radical 
a remedy. As to Mobile's eustom.ers~ they need no paternal:tst1c 
volunteer protection by Pacific. As buyers in a competitive market, 
they pres\UTl.pt1ve:'y arc c8.pa~le of p'X'~tecting themselves. Thus, 
the fact, if it be a fact, ~ha.t complainant needs· to' amplify to 
use signal ci't'c~ts,is not in itself sufficient to bring Special 
Condition 1 of 104-T into operation. 

Finally ~ the RIOC is offered full time only. Mocile t s 
customers need service only during the business day &nd are typically 
willing to release the circu1t~ during the evening and on weekends. 
Pacific argues that such usage is full time on the basiS that s. 
reasonable ra1:e for an Rl'OC offered on a. part .. time basis· 'WOuld be 

no less than the present rate for full-ti~e se=v1ce.!i Such 
arguments would require the consideration of the reasonablen.ese 
of the present Rl'OC rate in comparison W'ith: the hypothetical, rate.· 
Rowever~ as Pacific has so forcefully pointed out~ this is a 
complaint in which fewer than 25 customers are represented;.and, 
consequently~ consideration of re~sonableness of existing rates 
would~ under Section l702~ Public Utilities Code~ be in excess of 
jurisdiction. Therefore, we should not consider defendant' c economic 

11 We point out that such reasoning apparently is based on purely 
economic questions~ ano ignores the value-of-service considere
t10ns ~ch would obviously be material if Pacific ~re· to 
propose a rate for such service. 
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argtmlents in determining whether an RTOC suit~ complainant's 
purpose. 

00: the record properly before us. we can see tha.t 
Pacific offers RTOCs only in a large package, and' that complainant"s 
needs are for a smaller package. This fact alone would preclude 
us from concluding that complainant can be denied' signal service 
for voice use. 

In summary, the evidence in the proceeding: showed a 
private need not satisfied by Pacific TS RTOC offering, with,. 
however, insufficient evidence to support a finding that such 
need was shared by a portion of the pUblic. Because of the way 
l04-T is drafted,tbe mere unsatisfied private necessity operates to 
deprive Pacific of the right to refuse signal circuits. for voice , 
transmission. In practical effect, Pacific is left with two.., options:, 
to re~in its present form of tar1ff with complainant and o,tbers, 
remaining free to use signal circuits for voice, or to-seek to 
modify its tariffs by which it will itself put both adequacy of 
se'rVice and reasonableness (inclU<!iog var:lo~ value of service 
aspects of the problem) in issue. 
Extended Dial-Up 

Pacific challenged our decision of the long term dial-up ,. 
issue on the grounds that complainants practices occupied a dispro-~ 
port~onate share of defendantts facilities for a.very low charge. 
Pacific claimed that permitting complainant t s customers. to contin':e 
extended dial-ups posed a severe threat to the availability 0: 
serv1.ce to eustomers with conventional calling patterns. and 
threatened its revenue~ Significantly. 
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In other proceedings subsequent to the initial decision 
herein, the Commission determined (Decision No,. 79649' inCases 
Nos. 9044, 9045) that extended dial-ups generally presented u •• .no 
emergency situat1ontt , and that any different rate or service treat
ments were not justified,. pending the completion of extended studie~. 

The pleadings and decision in Cases Nos. 9044 and 904$ 
on their face appear to encompass complainant's extended dial-up. 
practices. The Commission's determination in those cases that any 
changes in the status quo are not urgent and' that any final resolu
tion of service and revenue questions require extensive studies,.. are 
incompatible with defendant's contentions offered in justification of 
immediate termination of complainant's extended' dial-up practices. 

Deeision No. 79649 contemplated that all extended dial-up' 
customers ~d continue their operations pending final resolution 
of those cases. No sufficient reason has been sdvanced to show 
why complainant alone, out of all of those potentiatlyin violation 
of the present &b~e of service rule,. should be singled out for it$ 
enforcement. 
Interconnection Between Private Lines 

Defenclant is prepared to. modify its tariffs as required' 
in ordering paregraph 3 of Decision No. 78130 and to permit cross 
connection of private lines used by those ult:tmo.te consumers who 
share the same transrrd.tter. However, its petition cla:tms that 
the requirement for connection at t~e point rrmoot conven1entYr for 
the system operator i$ ambiguous and unreasonably disregards 
possible inconvenience and unnecessary expense and operational 
difficulties for defendant. 

We think the ob-jection well taken. Defen<lant in 
filing the new tariff, may propose altern&te langu.age which 
appropriately recognizes the material interests of both parties. 
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Foreign Attachments 
On rehearing defendant asserted that it was uncertain as 

to the proper inte'Z:pretation of Decision ~=o.. 78130 on the foreign 
attachment problem. Pacific clatmed that· the dec1sioncould be 

interpreted to allow complainant to himself directly wire his 
private system equipment without interposition of a utility
provided interconnection device. 

In the interest of clarity, Finding 11 of that decision 
will be re~inded as immaterial and ConclusiorJ. 11 of the decision 
will be rescinded as incorrectly describing t~~ operation of 
defendant's tariffs. Since Pacific's tariff lSS-! already provides 
for foreign attachments to private lines of the type herein con
cerned, ordering paragraph 4 is unneeessery. 

The requirement that the utility provide the actual inter
face between the customer-owned system was not directlyattackc~ 
by complainant. We interpret complainant's arguments instead a.s 
seeking to compel defendant to provide"direct electrical inter
connection pursuant to the tariffs. 

There cae be r.o dispute as to defenda:olt's obligat~on to 
provide 1nter~¢nnection i£ complainant continues to seek private 
line service under present tariffs or under a potential new service 
offering. There may be future disputes as to whether defendant 
should provide a simple interconnection device such as a plug
~nd-jack or ampbenol connector vr Whether more complex and expensive 
hazard-protective devices are necessary. Such disputes should be 

few. The electrical connection privilege- is apparently sought 
by complainant only in conjunction with circuits which would be 

somewhat isolated from the general exchange network while in use 
by complainant's customers, an~ Pacific has represented tr..a.t 
such isolation, by itself, provides significant protection to the 
system, Pacific's other subscribers and its employees. 
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The present state of the record provides 'no sU£f1e1ent 
basis for determining Whether and to what extent the interfaces 
provided should incorporate hazard protective features. Other 
than that~ Pacific's tariffs reasonably provide for interconnection 
with Pacific providing. whatever interface equipment is nec,essary. 
Findings 

1. Finding Fo. 6. of Decision No. 78130mis1nterprets 
defendant's tariffs. 

2. Findings Nos .. 7 and 8 of Decision No. 78130 are not 
supported by the record herein. 

3. There is 00 sufficient basis for a finding that 'the extended 

usage of complainant's customers is more injurious to' service to 
nonextended usage customers or to defendant's. revenues than the 
extended usage which is the subject of Cases Nos.. 9044 and 9045. 

4. We cannot find on this record whether complainant f s 
present and future connections of foreign attachments will be 

harmless to defend.;:.:lt' s system service subscribers or employees. 

5. there is insufficient evidence to support a finding of' 
an overriding eonsiderat1o~ against sales for resale of telephone 
sen"'ice fo::, control and operation of private mobile radio; services. 

6.. 'I'here is insufficient evidence to find' that complains.n~ r s . 

service is dedicated to a portion of the public. 
7. Defendant now offers no private line- service consistently 

capable of being used in the manner :tn whicn complainant: utilizes 
signal grade circuits. 
ConelusioTls 

1. Conclusions 2~ 4 and 5 of Dec~ion No. 78130 a~e 
unnecessary to the decision of the issues herein and should be 
rescinded. 

2. Conclusions 6 and 7 of Decis:ton NO'.. 78130 shoUld be 
rescinded; instead~. -we conclude that Pacific: cannot, under Special 
Condition 1 of Schedule l40-1, refuse to provide 61gnalchannels 
ur':'ess it o.e established that the needs of an applicant for serv!ce 
~re provided for by another private line offericg. 
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3. Conclusions 12 and 13 of Decision: No. 78130 should be 
, , 

rescinded as prejudicial to ts&Qes now pending before the Commission 
in Cases Nos. 9044 and 9045. 

4. In order to justify any action restricting complainantTs 
right to resell service~ it mUSC either be demonstrated that the, 
complainant 'is thereby engaged in an uncert1f!cated public utility 
operation or that there is some overriding public concern justifying 
such restriction. 

S. Ordering paragraph 3 of Decision No. 78130 is ambiguous 
and unreasonably disregards the interests of Pacific.. A new tariff 
authorizing cross connection of private lines should ~ons1der the 
interests of the operators of both systems. 

QB.~~! 

IT IS ORDERED that: 
1. Findings 6~ 7~·8'and 11 and Conclusions 2~ 4, 5~, &~ 7', 

12, and 13 of Decision No. 78130 are rescinded'. 
2. Ordering paragraphs 1, 2, 4, and 5 of said decision are 

=escinded. 

3. Ordering paragraph 3 of Decision No. '78130 is rescinded' 
and Pacific is ordered to file a new tariff provision for the inter
connection of private lines used with private radio transmitters., 

4. Pacific shall not attempt to enforce directly or indirectly 
its tariff rule stated in 36-T) 2nd Revised Sheet 53-A) Paragraph II 
A.12.b. against complainant until further order of the CommiSSion. 

S. Pacific shall not refuse or withdraw signal grade private 
line service to complainant on the grounds that circuits are ,usedt? 
transmit voice until further order of the Commission. 
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6. Pacific shall not refuse or withdraw service to 

complainant on the grounds that said service is to be resold. 
The effective date of this order· shall be twenty days 

after the date thereof. 
Dated at San lI'ranciaeo 

day of _-A-U_G_US_T _____ , 
, Ca11forn1a~ this IJ 

asionera 


